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Command Officer Representative Access Request 
(DA Form 7765) 

Purpose:  Add a unit level support user known as a command officer representative (COR) for Tier 

3 and below or a Disaster Personnel Accountability Program Manager (DPAPM) for Tiers 1 & 2.

 

The commander or designated representative can 

approve requests. 

Note: Commanders may approve their own request 

by completing a DA Form 7765 accompanied by 

their Assumption of Command Memorandum. No 

signature required. 

Requests for DPAPM (Tier 1 COR) access will 

be forwarded to the ADPAAS Team for 

processing. Requests for all other tiers will be 

forwarded to the COR’s DPAPM for processing. 

List all UICs and names for units the COR will represent. 

List only the parent UICs as needed for each command, as 

doing so will include subordinate units. For example, listing 

a battalion will include its companies automatically. Fill in block 2 with information about 

the new or reassigned COR. 

All ADPAAS CORs must be in the 

minimum grade of E–5, or E–4 only 

if in a promotable status, and/or 

civilian equivalent.  

All CORs are required to maintain and provide proof of 

ADPAAS COR appointment via DA Form 7765 and 

proof of training completion every 12 months on file 

for command Inspector General inspections of their 

ADPAAS programs.  
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Add a Command Officer Representative 
Purpose:  Add a unit level support user known as a command officer representative (COR) for Tier 
3 and below or a Disaster Personnel Accountability Program Manager (DPAPM) for Tiers 1 & 2.   

Step 1. Users requesting access must provide a completed DA Form 7765 (ADPAAS, Command 
Officer Representative Access Request) with signature of the requesting support user and commander 
or supervisor.  

Step 2. Upon a receipt of a fully completed DA Form 7765, select the “Command” Tab. (Note: Tier 0 
Users will select the “ECC” Tab).  

Step 3. On the “Command” Tab, in the  
“COR User Tools” area, select “CO Reps by Name”. 

 

Step 6 (Tier 2 and above).  Type in the desired UIC and “Add” or use the UIC Lookup function. 
Multiple UICs should be separated by a comma, no space.  

If available, on the next screen, select the “COR Type” and then “Update Type” 

Step 7. To remove a COR, follow the same procedures of Steps 2-4. Select the UIC to remove, then 
click “Remove Checked UIC(s)” 

Note: A list of Tier 1 DPAPMs is available in the “CO Reference” area under the “Command” tab. 

Step 4. Search for the requested 
user with the information in the DA 
Form 7765 and select  

Step 5. Select  

Step 6 (Tier 3 and below). Select the applicable UICs, then 
“Add” to complete the action.  


